Milan and the lake of Como
Watch the first five minutes of the video: “Milan and the lake of Como”. Write the right word in the
blanks.

……………………………………………………….
The importance of Milano is nothing new. Three hundred years before Christ, the Romans called this
place Mediolanum, or "………………………………..". By the 4th century AD, it was the capital of the
western half of the Roman Empire. It was from here that Emperor Constantine issued the Edict of
Milan, which legalized ………………………. in the year 313.
After struggling through the early middle ages, Milan rose to prominence under the powerful Visconti
and Sforza families. By the time of the Renaissance, the city was called "the New Athens" and was
enough of a cultural centre for Leonardo da Vinci to call home.
And then came four centuries of foreign domination: Spain, Austria, France, and more Austria. In the
19th century, Milano became a centre of ……………………….. against Austrian rule and then helped
spearhead the movement for Italian independence and unification.
In the 20th century, Mussolini left a heavy fascist touch on Milan's architecture. Il Duce, himself,
made grandiose ………………….. from these balconies.
And Milan's immense train station thunders fascism. Every time I pass through I imagine the rush the
fascists must have felt on the day in 1931 when the grand renovations of this station were unveiled.
It's designed to make you feel small...too small to question Mussolini and his government's right wing
agenda.
Mussolini's excesses also led to the bombing of Milan in World War II. But Milan ……………. again.
The 1959 Pirelli Tower was a trendsetter. Today, Milan is dynamic and a commercial powerhouse.
The city's centrepiece is its magnificent Duomo or cathedral, the fourth …………………………

in Europe.

Back in the 14th century when Europe was fragmented into countless little independent states, the
dukes of Milan wanted to impress their German and French counterparts. To earn their respect they
built this ……………… and richly-ornamented cathedral.
Even though the Renaissance-style — with its domes and rounded arches — was in vogue
……………………… in Italy, conservative Milano stuck with the Gothic style. The dukes — thinking
northerners would relate better to Gothic — loaded it with pointed ………………….. and arches. And
everything's made of ……………………………...

Solutions:

the central place; Christianity;
spires; marble.

(Made by the teacher)

revolution;

speeches;

rose;

largest;

huge;

elsewhere;

